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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the location-based web search and aims to build a unified processing paradigm for two purposes: (1) efficiently support each of the various types of location-based queries (kNN query, top-k spatial-textual query, etc.) on two major forms of geo-tagged data, i.e., spatial point data such as geo-tagged web documents, and spatial trajectory data such as a sequence of geo-tagged travel blogs by a user; (2) support interactive search to provide quick response for a query session, within which a user usually keeps refining her query by either issuing different query types or specifying different constraints (e.g., adding a keyword and/or location, changing the choice of k, etc.) until she finds the desired results. To achieve this goal, we first propose a general Top-k query called Monotone Aggregate Spatial Keyword query-MASK, which is able to cover most types of location-based web search. Next, we develop a unified indexing (called Textual-Grid-Point Inverted Index) and query processing paradigm (called ETAIL Algorithm) to answer a single MASK query efficiently. Furthermore, we extend ETAIL to provide interactive search for multiple queries within one query session, by exploiting the commonality of textual and/or spatial dimension among queries. Last, extensive experiments on four real datasets verify the robustness and efficiency of our approach.

1 INTRODUCTION
The widespread use of mobile devices with GPS enables a parade of geo-tagged web data being continually generated. Such data usually behaves in two forms: (1) a single point such as a geo-tagged document in Trip-advisor1, (2) a trajectory which is a set or sequence of geo-tagged documents, such as a user’s check-in records from Twitter2. A sequence of user’s travel blogs3, etc.

Numerous types of location-based search queries [4, 8–12, 22, 23, 30, 35–37, 40, 41, 43, 47] have been proposed to retrieve such geotagged web data, to further support various location-aware services such as site selection, trip planning, etc, as shown in Example 1.1.

Example 1.1. Grace wants to explore the POIs around her hotel. Initially, she can acquire initial knowledge of the famous attractions. Then she might do a k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) query [19] search as she does not figure out which keywords to use for searching. After getting the results, she may use some keywords to add more constraints to further filter unrelated objects. It is known as Top-k Spatial Keyword (TkSK) query [12, 40]. Besides, she may want to find a place to meet her friends attending WSDM, which is known as Aggregate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) query [24] and Aggregate Temporal Nearest Neighbour (ATNN) query [37].

It is desired to support the above queries (in Figure 1) related to location-based web data in one map-based search interface, say Google Maps (although it only supports keyword query so far). In a query session, a user may issue several queries of the same type (with different settings on textual or spatial dimension), or even different types of queries, along her exploration of the unknown data, until finding the desired objects for different purposes. Therefore, it is critical to provide quick response to various queries (probably issued in one query session), to achieve an interactive search experience [21, 43]. A straightforward approach is to adopt the above standalone work to handle each type of query; however, it is expensive in both storage and computation cost, thus failing to provide interactive search. Furthermore, an extensive literature study shows that, no existing work can support any of the above queries over both point data and trajectory data simultaneously.

Therefore, the first goal is to build a unified index and query processing paradigm to answer various types of location-based search queries on both spatial point data and spatial trajectory data. The second goal is to support interactive search to provide quick response for a query session consisting of different types or settings of query. We made the following contributions to achieve them:

- By studying those most common top-k queries over geo-tagged objects in academia comprehensively (Section 2), we propose the Monotone Aggregate Spatial Keyword query-MASK which can represent most of them (Section 3).

Figure 1: Exemplar queries conducted before & during a trip
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• We develop an efficient search framework for MASK, including an index called TGP composed by grid-index and inverted lists tightly, and an efficient search paradigm-ETAIL (Section 4).
• We highlight three common refinements of the queries over geo-tagged web data, and propose an optimized RETAIL by reusing scanned objects, to achieve an interactive search experience (Section 5).
• We conduct extensive experimental evaluations over four real datasets to verify the efficiency and generality of our approach (Section 6).

2 PRELIMINARIES & RELATED WORK

Table 1: An overview of existing top-k queries over geotagged data. The column for "Index" only lists the representative index structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KS [5, 13, 16]</td>
<td>keywords</td>
<td>points</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>Inverted list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN [3, 19, 29]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>points</td>
<td>Euclidean</td>
<td>R-tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK [11, 22, 40, 41]</td>
<td>point, keywords</td>
<td>points</td>
<td>Aggregate</td>
<td>R-tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN [24, 38, 48]</td>
<td>points</td>
<td>points</td>
<td>Aggregate</td>
<td>R-tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATNN [23, 37]</td>
<td>points, keywords</td>
<td>points</td>
<td>Aggregate</td>
<td>R-tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCT [9, 25, 34]</td>
<td>points</td>
<td>trajectories</td>
<td>Aggregate</td>
<td>R-tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSTT [30, 35, 42]</td>
<td>points, keywords</td>
<td>trajectories</td>
<td>Aggregate</td>
<td>Grid index, Inverted list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Single-point Search

Spatial-only Query. A spatial-only query usually behaves in two forms: (1) a k-nearest neighbours (kNN) query, where given a spatial point \( p \) representing user’s current location and a \( k \), finding the kNN of \( p \) in the data repository; (2) a range query which finds all objects falling within a region (which could be rectangle or circle). For example, a kNN query can be “find the 3 nearest ATMs around my hotel”, and a range query can be finding all the ATMs in city.

General Methodology: R-tree [19] is one of the most popular index structures for efficient spatial searching. By judging whether the minimum distance between the query and the node of index is bigger than the distance to the current \( k \)-th result, or whether the node intersects with the query range, a batch of objects can be skipped directly.

Keyword-only Query. The keyword-only query is also an important query to explore geo-tagged data. For example, people might want to search nearby restaurants by keywords “tacos restaurant” (in Google Maps) when they go to Los Angeles. It usually behaves in two forms: (1) a textual boolean query (conjunctive search), where the objects that contain all query keywords are returned as results. However, a textual boolean query is too strict when a query has multiple keywords. (2) A top-k Keyword query (disjunctive search) which returns the top-k objects ranked by the similarities of objects w.r.t. the query. Here, we focus on the top-k keyword query.

General Methodology: Term-at-a-time (TAAT) and Document-at-a-time (DAAT) are two main types of search paradigm [5] in the area of information retrieval. The inverted list on each term can be used to filter those objects that do not contain any keyword of the query. In term of the similarity metric, TF-IDF [27] and Language Model [31] are two widely adopted ones.

Spatial-keyword Query. The spatial-keyword query evolves from the spatial-only query by having a further constraint on textual dimension, and can be further divided into three general groups [7]: 1) Boolean Range Query [20], e.g., finding all the Mexican restaurants in the CBD; 2) Boolean kNN Query [14], e.g., finding 3 nearest Mexican restaurants around my hotel; 3) Top-k Spatial-keyword Query [12, 40], e.g., finding 3 restaurants which could serve lobster, pizza or steak and are also close to my hotel.

General Methodology: Most work [7, 40] proposed to use the inverted lists on top of an existing tree-structured index (say R-tree) to deal with spatial-keyword search. The inverted list can be as simple as indicating the existence of a particular keyword to serve the boolean part of the query, or as complex as incorporating the weight of the keywords to serve the similarity computation for Top-k spatial-keyword query.

2.2 Multiple-point Search

Search over Points. Given a set of points, Papadias et al. [24] searched \( k \) Nearest Neighbor points in term of the aggregate distance of each neighbor to query points, and it is called Aggregate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) search. Li et al. [25], Yao et al. [37] proposed Aggregate Textual Nearest Neighbour (ATNN) search based on ANN by adding keywords in query. The similarity is an aggregation of the spatial proximity to the query locations and textual similarity to the query keywords.

Search over Trajectories. Given a set of points, Chen et al. [9] proposed a \( k \) Best Connected Trajectories (kBCT) query, in order to find the trajectories that are among the \( k \)-closest ones to the query points. The distance between trajectory and query is an aggregation of the shortest distance from each point (in trajectory \( T \)) to the points in query. Subsequently, Top-k Spatial-Textual Trajectory search evolves from the spatial-only search by incorporating keywords into the query and its search method [30, 35, 42]. In particular, a keyword could be associated with either a designated query point like [35] for a fine-grained search, or associated with the whole trajectory for a coarse-grained search like [30, 42].

2.3 Query Refinement

Query refinement originates from web search, where users have to reformulate their queries 40% to 52% of the time in order to find their desired results [32]. It can be caused by many different reasons: there do not exist matching results in the data repository that matches users’ search intentions [18, 21, 39], or there is a mismatch between users’ search intentions and their formulated queries (due to spelling errors, limited domain knowledge, etc.) [45]. For example, Grace is searching “3 nearest restaurants”, and gets 3 results which contain Mexican food that Grace likes a lot, so she further changes the query as “3 nearest Mexican restaurants”.

Query refinement applies to not only textual search, but also spatial search. One type of query refinement is the moving object query [36], where the query location keeps moving. A common methodology is to propose the concept of “safe zone”, within which the up-to-date top-k results remain unchanged while it triggers a re-computation when it walks out of the safe zone. For spatial point data, the most recent work is to execute the refinement on both spatial dimension (in term of relaxing the search range) and textual dimension (via approximate string matching methods) [45].
2.4 Summary

To summarize, we observe that none of existing work can handle the single point search and multiple-point search over the point data and the trajectory data at the same time. Such limitation behaves in two-folds: a unified index to support most common query operators is missing; a unified query processing approach to handle various types of queries is missing. Moreover, it remains an open problem on how to support an interactive search where users may change the type of query or the parameters (like k, keywords) for a certain type of query.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we formally define the Top-k Monotone Aggregate Spatial Keyword Query, which is a generalized form of most existing spatial-only and spatial-textual queries (over both the point data and trajectory data) as described in Section 2.

Definition 3.1. (Point) In a data repository $D$, a point $p = (\rho, t)$ is a pair consisting of the location $\rho$ and a set of associated terms $t = (t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_i)$ describing $\rho$ and/or users’ activities at $\rho$.

Definition 3.2. (Trajectory) A trajectory $T$ of length $l$ is in the form of $\{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_l\}$, where each $p_i$ is a point.

As trajectory [30, 35] and point [7] are two main forms of geotagged data, in this paper we use object $o$ uniformly to represent trajectory and point.

Definition 3.3. (Query) A query $Q$ is a set of points in the form of $\{q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_m\}$. Specifically, $Q_s = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m\}$ is the query location set, and $Q_t = \bigcup_{i=1}^{m} \psi_i$ is the query keyword set, i.e., $m = |Q_s|$ and $n = |Q_t|$, $m$ and $n$ cannot be 0 at the same time.

By reviewing existing widely used similarity models on Top-k search [5, 9, 19, 22, 23, 27, 30, 35–37, 40, 41, 43], we can generalize them as the below definition:

Definition 3.4. (Monotone Aggregate Similarity) The similarity of an object $o$ w.r.t. a query $Q$ is defined in the below equation:

$$\hat{S}(Q, o) = \alpha \cdot \sum_{\rho \in Q_s} SProx(\rho, o, \rho) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sum_{\psi \in Q_t} TRel(\psi, o, \psi)$$ (1)

where $SProx(\rho, o, \rho)$ is the spatial proximity between $o, \rho$ and $\rho$, $TRel(\psi, o, \psi)$ is the textual relevance between $\psi$ and $o, \psi$, and $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ is a query preference parameter that makes it possible to balance the spatial proximity and textual relevance, and it is always set as 0.5.

Spatial proximity. $SProx(\rho, o, \rho)$ is defined as the normalized minimum Euclidean distance from $\rho$ to $o, \rho$, computed as:

$$SProx(\rho, o, \rho) = 1 - \frac{\min_{p_j \in o, \rho} dist(p_j, \rho)}{dist_{\text{max}}}$$ (2)

where $dist(p_j, \rho)$ is the Euclidean distance between $p_j$ and $q$, and $dist_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum distance between any two objects in $D$. Besides the Euclidean distance, the distance function can also be the road network distance [38]. In this paper, we focus on the more widely used Euclidean distance function.

Textual relevance. For $TRel(\psi, o, \psi)$, similar to [5, 9, 22, 23, 30, 35–37, 40, 41, 43], we use a scoring model such as TF-IDF which is also a monotone aggregate function.

$$TRel(\psi, o, \psi) = \sum_{t \in \psi \cap o} w(t, o, \psi)$$ (3)

where $w(t, o, \psi)$ is a normalized similarity weight of keyword $t$ in $o, \psi$, and the maximum value of weight is 1. In our experiment, we compute the weight of each term in an object by their occurrence numbers over the number of all keywords in the object. Beside, our framework can be modified to fit other textual similarity models that can be answered efficiently using inverted list, such as Language Model [31] and BM25 [26], we leave these details for future work.

Taking the most recent spatial-textual trajectory search work [35] for example, it combines the textual and spatial similarity at point-to-point level. It is actually also an instance of Equation 1, because for each point in the query, only the data point $o$ that maximizes the similarity is chosen to contribute to the overall similarity $\hat{S}(Q, o)$ in Equation 1.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
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\caption{Different types with respect to different combination of $l, m$ and $n$. “=” means the special case of the query.}
\end{figure}

Definition 3.5. (Top-k Monotone Aggregate Spatial Keyword Query) Given an object database $D = \{o_1, \ldots, o_{|D|}\}$ and query $Q$, a Monotone Aggregate Spatial Keyword (MASK) query retrieves a set $R \subseteq D$ with $k$ objects such that: $\forall r \in R, \forall r' \in D - R, \hat{S}(Q, r) > \hat{S}(Q, r')$.

We present how most representative spatial-only and spatial-textual queries [9, 19, 23, 24, 28, 30, 35, 37, 40] behave as a specific form of our proposed MASK query in Figure 2. For example, when $l = 1, m = 1$ and $n = 0$, it becomes a spatial-only $k$NN query over point data [19], when $l > 1, m > 1$ and $n = 0$, it becomes a spatial-textual $k$NN query over trajectory data [35].

4 A UNIFIED PROCESSING PARADIGM

4.1 Preliminary

Threshold Algorithm. In order to avoid scanning every object $o \in D$ to get top-$k$ results, the threshold algorithm (TA) of Fagin et al. [17] is used as a filtering method when accessing the ranked lists (sorted by the term weight of objects). The filtering method proceeds in three steps: 1) for each query term, its ranking list is scanned sequentially so that objects with high similarity scores are scanned first; 2) compute the similarity of scanned objects and update the top-$k$ result heap; 3) check whether the $k$-th result has a higher score than the upper bound of the unscored objects (Spotted area), terminate if yes, otherwise jump to Step 1. Specifically, the upper bound is the sum of score in the current rows of each inverted list. It is worth noting that the ranked list can be divided into blocks to reduce I/Os, which is known as the block-based early termination [15, 16].
While in principle a similar idea can be adopted to suit search purpose, using the algorithm of Fagin et al. directly does not work because the top-k list for every point in the query is not known a priori. For example, when the query in Figure 1 comes, we can get the inverted lists for “Restaurant” and “Mexican” easily, but cannot get the inverted lists for locations. Hence, how to build a spatial inverted list for a query location is crucial to extend the threshold algorithm to handle our MASK query.

4.2 Index Structure-TGP

Our index is called as the Textual-Grid-Point Inverted Lists (TGP) index. The index structure consists of three components.

- **Textual Inverted List (TIL).** The key is a unique keyword in the database \(D\), the value is the list which stores the ids of all points that contain this keyword in \(D\). Similar to the impact-sorted indexes [33], it sorts the lists by a descending order of term weight, and divides the lists into blocks of fixed size. We can determine how many blocks are loaded one time based on the number of points. Let \(I\) denote the inverted list of \(\psi\), each block in \(I\) has a maximum weight \(\hat{I}(\psi, it)\) and a minimum weight \(\psi_i(it)\), where \(it\) is the iteration number of loading, and every list has \(I_{\text{max}}\) blocks.

- **Grid Inverted Lists (GIL).** The whole space is divided into grids of equal size, and each leaf cell is assigned a unique id using the z-curve cross-coding [40] (see Figure 3). An incremental round expansion method [35] is adopted to access the points around the query location, from near to distant. Similar to the bounds of each block in TIL, the upper bound of the similarity of unscanned points (along the spatial inverted list) for \(\rho\) after \(it\) iterations, is denoted by \(\hat{G}(\rho, it)\), where \(G\) is the GIL for \(\rho\).

Within each grid cell, we create its associated TIL, so we only need to access the objects which have at least one common textual keyword with the query.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3:** (a) Incremental expansion around the query location within a Grid-index; (b) Labelling a grid cell by Z-curve cross-coding, i.e., picking bit from each binary code successively to form a new code, e.g., bold numbers are from \(x_q\).

- **Point Inverted List (PIL).** Recall Section 2 all existing work such as [30, 35, 42] on top-k trajectory search model a trajectory as a set (or sequence) of points, and their proposed query processing method is built at point granularity. Therefore, we create an inverted index to store a mapping from a point to its corresponding trajectories.

**Compressible Index.** Our index is composed by inverted lists, each list contains equal number of blocks, and each block stores an array of object ids. Thereby, an array \(A\) can be compressed into an array \(B\) with fewer integers using the integer compression technology [1]. With the corresponding efficient decompression that converts \(B\) to \(A\), the query can be conducted without much change, and the performance will not be affected.

4.3 Operators over TGP

By having TGP as the index for dataset \(D\), in order to filter objects effectively, we access candidate objects in a batch-wise way from the near to the distant. To access the points and their corresponding objects, we define three main operators.

- **TextualIterator.** Given a query keyword \(\psi\), **TextualIterator** is invoked to get the \(it\)-th block from the beginning of textual inverted list TIL, as well as the upper bound of the similarity from the query to the unseen objects.

- **SpatialIterator.** Given a query location \(\rho\), in the \(it\)-th iteration to access the candidate points, **SpatialIterator** is invoked to get a set of grid-cells in the following way: 1) get the grid label \(x_q, y_q\) on \(x\) and \(y\) axis of the query location; 2) compute the \(x\) and \(y\) value of grid-cells which are going to be scanned; 3) return the z-curve label by cross-coding as described in Figure 3(b); 4) find those cells using the labels.

- **CoveredObjects.** Based on the PIL, given a set of points, **CoveredObjects** returns all the objects that cover those points. It mainly works for the queries over trajectory data, and can be omitted when dealing with the queries over point data as the object is point itself.

The three operators above can help us achieve the first step of **Threshold Algorithm** in Section 4.1, i.e., scanning the inverted list sequentially. Based on the scanned objects, we will describe how to filter the unseen objects and return top-k result of Step 2 and 3.

4.4 Early Termination & Abandoning over Inverted Lists

As mentioned in our index structure, we expand the search of new candidates from the near to the distant in an incremental way. There are two main challenges: (1) how to stop the expansion as early as possible to reduce the search space; (2) how to efficiently compute the similarity between a candidate and the query. Since we do not store the whole object in the inverted list of a certain term, more random accesses are needed to compute the real similarity between the object and the query. To this end, we propose **early termination** and **early abandoning** on top of our TGP to address challenge 1 and 2 respectively. In particular, we propose an algorithm called Early Termination & Abandoning over Inverted Lists-ETAIL, as shown in Algorithm 1.

**Early Termination.** After several iterations of scanning candidates \(\hat{R}(q_i)\), we can stop expansion based on whether the best of unseen objects can beat all the current top-k result \(R\). More details can be found from Lines 1 to 11. Line 11 shows the condition for early termination. The bound computation can be found in Section 4.4.1.

**Early Abandoning.** Before computing the real similarity, we can estimate the upper bound of each candidate’s similarity (see Section 4.4.2 for details on upper bound estimation), then determine whether it is bigger than the current \(R\). If so, we will compute the
real similarity by accessing the details of each candidate; otherwise, we skip this candidate. Lines 12 to 22 show the details. The terminating condition can be found in the gray area before Line 22.

**Algorithm 1: ETAIL Algorithm**

**Input:** Object database $D$, query $Q$, $k$

**Output:** Top-$k$ result set $R$

1. \( it \leftarrow 1; \) $R \leftarrow \emptyset; D_c \leftarrow \emptyset; \)

2. while $|D_c| < |D|$ do

   3. foreach $q_i \in Q$ do

      4. \( R(q_i) \leftarrow \text{TextualIterator}(q_i, it-1, it, TIL); \)

      5. \( R(q_i) \leftarrow R(q_i) \cup \text{SpatialIterator}(q_i, it-1, it, GIL); \)

     6. \( it \leftarrow it + 1; \)

     7. $D_c \leftarrow D_c \cup \bigcup_{i=1}^{\#Q} \text{CoveredObjects}(R(q_i), PIL);$

   8. if $|D_c| > k$ then

      9. Compute $\hat{S}(Q, D - D_c)$ (by Equation 4);

     10. Compute $\hat{S}(Q, R)$ (by Equation 5);

     11. if $\hat{S}(Q, R) > \hat{S}(Q, D - D_c)$ then

        12. \( \text{seen}_{UB}[i] = \bigcup_{o \in D_c} \hat{S}(Q, o) \) (Equation 7);

        13. Sort $D_c$ by $\text{seen}_{UB}[i]$ in decreasing order;

        14. foreach $o_i \in D_c$ do

           15. Compute $\hat{S}(Q, o_i)$ (Equation 1);

           16. if $|R| < k$ then

              17. Insert $o_i$ in $R$ and update the order;

           else

              18. if $\hat{S}(Q, o_i) > \hat{S}(Q, R[k])$ then

                 19. Replace $R[k]$ with $o_i$;

             20. if $\hat{S}(Q, R[k]) > \text{seen}_{UB}[i+1]$ then

                 21. break;

     22. return $R$;

4.4.1 Bounds for Early Termination. Here we discuss how to achieve an early termination without scanning the whole database $D$. Based on our lower bound similarity of the $k$-th object in the result heap (chosen from the scanned objects $D_c$). The upper bound of unscanned objects in $D - D_c$ can be computed as:

\[
\hat{S}(Q, D - D_c) = \alpha \cdot \sum_{\rho_i \in Q_c} \hat{S}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho_i, it) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sum_{\psi_j \in Q_c} \hat{S}_{\text{SProx}}(\psi_j, it) \tag{4}
\]

where $\hat{S}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho_i, it)$ and $\hat{S}_{\text{SProx}}(\psi_j, it)$ are the upper bound of unscanned spatial and textual inverted lists for $\psi$ and $\rho$ after $it$ iterations, then the similarity of worst one in the current top-$k$ result can be computed as:

\[
\hat{S}(Q, R) = \min_{o \in R} \hat{S}(Q, o) \tag{5}
\]

4.4.2 Bounds for Early Abandoning. For each scanned object in $D_c$, we will compute its upper bound similarity without randomly accessing the missing part, i.e., using less computation to estimate the best case. If the upper bound is smaller than the $k$-th best result, we will discard it; otherwise, we need to compute the real similarity by accessing the missing part and further check whether it can replace the current $k$-th result. We choose to sort the upper bounds set $\text{seen}_{UB}[i]$ in line 13 of Algorithm 1, as it enables potential candidates to be scanned earlier, if the current result set is better than the $(i+1)$-th candidate, and all the following candidates are worse with a smaller upper bound, so we can break in line 22.

Particularly, the lower bound for object $o$ can be computed as:

\[
\hat{S}(Q, o) = \alpha \cdot \sum_{\rho \in Q_c} \text{SProx}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho, o) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sum_{\psi \in Q_c} \text{TRel}_{\text{SProx}}(\psi, o) \tag{6}
\]

where $\text{SProx}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho, o,p) = 0$ if $o$ is not scanned yet in the inverted lists of $\rho$, otherwise $\text{SProx}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho, o,p) = \text{SProx}(\rho, o,p)$.

Since the similarities of some terms have not been computed yet, we need to fill the gaps using the maximum similarity of each term. Then the upper bound of $o$ can be computed as:

\[
\hat{S}(Q, o) = \alpha \cdot \sum_{\rho \in Q_c} \text{SProx}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho, o) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sum_{\psi \in Q_c} \text{TRel}_{\text{SProx}}(\psi, o) \tag{7}
\]

where $\text{SProx}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho, o,p) = \hat{S}_{\text{SProx}}(\rho, o)$ if $o$ is not scanned yet in the inverted lists of $\rho$, otherwise $\text{SProx}_{\text{TRel}}(\rho, o,p) = \text{SProx}(\rho, o,p)$.

Figure 4: The loaded index structure for ATNN query $Q = \{A, B, \text{"Coffee"}, \text{"Pizza"}, 3\}$.

Example 4.1. Here we use an example to illustrate how we achieve early termination and abandoning as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows an ATNN [37] search. Grace is at location A, and wants to meet with friend who is at location B. They choose “Coffee” and “Pizza” as preferences for restaurants to meet. The four partial inverted lists are returned by TGP. The two numbers in the upper corners of each block indicate the range of similarities among all objects in this block. The number below each object is the similarity of this object w.r.t. the query.

**Early Termination:** In the first iteration, we get objects $\{o_1, o_2, o_4, o_5, o_6, o_7, o_9\}$. Currently, $\hat{S}(Q, D_c) = 0.6 + 0.6 + 0.7 + 0.5 = 2.4$. For $o_1$, the lower bound $0.7 + 0.9 = 1.6$ which ranks 1 in the top-3 list, another two best are $\{o_2 = 0.8, o_7 = 0.7\}$, so the $\hat{S}(Q, R) = 0.7 < 2.4$. We keep loading more points. Until that third iteration whose upper bound reduces to $\hat{S}(Q, D_c) = 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.3 = 0.9$, the lower bound of $o_1$ are: $0.7 + 0.5 + 0.9 + 0.4 = 2.5$, then top-3 are: $\{o_1 = 2.5, o_2 : 1.6, o_5 : 1.3\}$. Hence, $\hat{S}(Q, R) = 1.3 > \hat{S}(Q, D_c) = 0.9$, we terminate.

**Early Abandoning:** After termination, we have 9 candidate objects: $o_1 \sim o_9$. To check whether each of them can be the result, we compare it with the current top-3 results. For example, for the object $o_8$ in the loaded inverted list of location B, its upper bound $\hat{S}(Q, o_8) = 0.3 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.3 = 1 < \hat{S}(Q, R) = 1.3$, thus we can skip $o_8$ without further computing its real similarity by accessing the rest unloaded part in the inverted list.
which can be combined with each other or itself to compose $TIL$ and conduct join operation. 3) For a boolean range query from the query, denoted as $Q$, to query deleted from the query, denoted as $\overline{Q}$, we need to conduct new expansions to load more new candidates. We denote the scanned objects and number of iterations to get top-k result of $Q$, as we may need to conduct more iterations to load more new candidates. Besides the scanned objects of the $Q(\Lambda)$, we also record the number of iterations to reuse their inverted lists without reloading it. Besides the scanned keywords and locations $Q(\Lambda)$ and $Q_n(\Lambda)$, we also need to fill the gaps of inverted lists before conducting new expansions for more iterations. We incorporate the optimization above into RETAIL named Reusable RETAIL (RETAIL), which supports all three kinds of refinements. Details can be found in Algorithm 2. Next we give a running example of Algorithm 2.

5 OPTIMIZATION FOR QUERY REFINEMENT

In this section, we would like to discuss how to optimize the performance of processing continuous multiple queries from a user, which have many overlaps among each other.

5.1 Query Refinement

Definition 5.1. (Query session) A query session $S$ which originates from query $Q$ is composed by a set of queries with continuous refinements on $Q$.

Generally, the refinements are divided into following three types, which can be combined with each other or itself to compose $S$.

Definition 5.2. (Refinement on Keywords) A query $Q$ is refined to query $Q'$ when a set of keywords $Q(\Lambda)$ are added into or deleted from the query, denoted as $Q \xrightarrow{Q(\Lambda)} Q'$.

Definition 5.3. (Refinement on Points) A query $Q$ is refined to query $Q'$ when a set of points $Q_n(\Lambda)$ are added into or deleted from the query, denoted as $Q \xrightarrow{Q_n(\Lambda)} Q'$.

Definition 5.4. (Refinement on $k$) A query $Q$ is refined to query $Q'$ when the user changes the expected number of returned results, denoted as $Q \xrightarrow{k(\Lambda)} Q'$.

Figure 5 shows an example for each of the three types of refinements within $S$. For any two adjacent queries $Q$ and $Q'$, there is a high chance that many objects can be candidates for both $Q$ and $Q'$ as they share query locations or (partial) keywords. Therefore, instead of simply invoking Algorithm 1 twice to process two queries independently, we propose to reuse those scanned objects of $Q$ for $Q'$, thereby save computation and IO costs.

5.2 Reusable Scanned Objects

To maintain the scanned objects of $Q$, we add a new operator called ReuseBlock, whose job is to maintain the intermediate inverted lists of query locations and query keywords. For the refined query $Q'$, we can find the shared keywords $Q(\Lambda) \cap Q_n(\Lambda)$ and locations $Q(\Lambda) \cap Q_n(\Lambda)$ and reuse their inverted lists without reloading it. Besides the scanned objects of the $Q(\Lambda)$, we also record the number of iterations to get top-k result of $Q$, as we may need to conduct more iterations to load more new candidates. We denote the scanned objects and number of iterations as $C(Q), D_c$, and $C(Q), D_c$, respectively. For the new query keywords and locations $Q(\Lambda)$ and $Q_n(\Lambda)$, we also need to fill the gaps of inverted lists before conducting new expansions for more iterations. We incorporate the optimization above into RETAIL named Reusable RETAIL (RETAIL), which supports all three kinds of refinements. Details can be found in Algorithm 2. Next we give a running example of Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: RETAIL Algorithm

Input: Trajectory database $D$, query $Q'$, $k$, maintained data of former query $Q$: $C(Q)$
Output: Top-k result set $R$
1 $Q(\Lambda) \leftarrow Q(\Lambda) - Q(\Lambda) \cap Q_n(\Lambda) \cap Q_n(\Lambda)$
2 $it \leftarrow C(Q).it, R \leftarrow \emptyset, D_c \leftarrow C(Q).D_c$
3 while $|D_c| < |D|$ do
4 foreach $\psi \in Q(\Lambda)$ do
5 $R_\psi(\psi) \leftarrow \text{TextualIterator}(\psi, 0, it, TIL)$
6 $D_c \leftarrow D_c \cup \text{CoveredObjects}(R_\psi(\psi), PIL)$
7 foreach $\rho \in Q_n(\Lambda)$ do
8 $R_\rho(\rho) \leftarrow \text{SpatialIterator}(\rho, 0, it, GIL)$
9 $D_c \leftarrow D_c \cup \text{CoveredObjects}(R_\rho(\rho), PIL)$
10 Same to Line 8 to 23 of Algorithm 1;
11 $it \leftarrow it + 1$

Figure 6 shows two adjacent queries, $Q$ and $Q'$, for the working example of Figure 4. $Q$ takes three iterations to find the top-3 results. Specifically, it has four inverted lists. When a new
Table 2: Four datasets for experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#Points</th>
<th>#Keywords</th>
<th>#Trajectories</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>215,614</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>31,557</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>2,267,789</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>California &amp; Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeoLife</td>
<td>19,476,949</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>16,418</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-drive</td>
<td>17,511,809</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10,290</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Parameter setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>q, ϕ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k: Number of results</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α: Similarity weight in Equation 1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ_{max}: Number of blocks in TIL and GIL</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

query Q’ comes, since it shares two keywords and one location with Q, we can reuse the inverted lists directly, to avoid loading inverted lists again. As Q’ has a new keyword “Steak” and a new location A, we will conduct 3 iterations separately based on that it = 3 in Q to fill the gap of inverted lists (see the black spotted area).

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Settings

Datasets. We take one point dataset and three trajectory datasets. Table 2 shows the statistics of these 4 datasets. Note that LA and Twitter are two check-in datasets from Foursquare and Twitter, while LA can be used as a trajectory dataset by linking multiple check-in points from the same user. GeoLife and T-drive are two spatial-only trajectory datasets from Beijing, which record the movements of people and taxi respectively, and have much higher sampling rate than the check-in datasets, they are mainly used to test the scalability of our algorithms for their huge amounts.

Query Generation. For each dataset, we generate a query pool randomly according to the range and vocabulary of each dataset. Each query pool contains 1, 000 lines and each line is a full query with 10 points and 10 keywords. To generate a query, we can select a full query from the pool first. Then, we reformulate it by deleting a few of last points and keywords according to the setting of parameters |Q| and |q, ϕ| in each running. Details about the parameter setting of the query can be found in Table 3, where the default values are underlined. Moreover, all the queries reformulated from a same full query can compose a query session S, then we can also verify our RETAIL proposed in Section 5.

Evaluation Metrics. We explored the running time of all approaches in Section 6.2 and the footprint of their index structures in Section 6.2.4. All experimental results are averaged by running all 1, 000 queries. All algorithms are implemented in Java, and run on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2630QM CPU (8 CPUs) and 8GB RAM & 480GB Kingston SSD using Windows 10, and our index TGP resides in the main memory.

6.2 Performance Evaluation

Before presenting the experimental results on point and trajectory data, we first show our main runtime and the observations.

6.2.1 Purposes and Overall Observations. We will verify:
1) whether our unified algorithm RETAIL has comparable performance with existing standalone methods. As our index can support multiple types of queries, we selected kNN [19], ATNN [37] which also covers ANN [24], TSKS [12], KBCT [25] and TKSTT [35] as 5 representative query types, and choose the state-of-the-art (as cited) to compare with RETAIL, R-tree [19, 29] is chosen for kNN as it is the test-of-the-time work. We observe that:
   (1) Our TGP index can support all 5 types of queries efficiently, and it does not even occupy the largest space.
   (2) For three query dependent parameters k, |q, ϕ| and |Q|, RETAIL can beat most state-of-the-art methods over all 4 datasets with a smaller index size, and by more than one order of magnitude at most, and 5 times in average.
   (3) With the increase of k, |q, ϕ| and |Q|, the running time increases as more candidates need to be scanned.
2) whether our RETAIL can improve the performance of interactive search. We add two more groups of experiments for a same query session to verify RETAIL from different perspectives. Specifically, our algorithms are denoted as RETAIL-Add which starts from a simplest query to full query (keep increasing k, number of points or keywords), and RETAIL-Del which starts from a full query to a simplest query (reducing from 10). We observe that:
   (1) RETAIL outperforms previous standalone solutions by more than two orders of magnitude at most.
   (2) The mutations in the lines of RETAIL in ATNN, TSKS and TKSTT for query refinement is because, too many candidates are inherited from the former long query, so they need more time to check these candidates.

6.2.2 Search over Points. We use LA and Twitter to evaluate: 1) k Nearest Neighbour (kNN) search by a point. 2) Top-k Spatial Keyword (TSK) search by a point with |q, ϕ| keywords. 3) Aggregate Textual Nearest Neighbour (ATNN) search by |Q| points with |q, ϕ| keywords in each query point. We omit the Keyword search (KS) here as our framework is built on top of inverted index, which is widely adopted to answer KS efficiently.

Effect of k on the kNN query. From Figure 7, we find: (1) The running time increases w.r.t. an increasing k. (2) Although R-tree [19] beats RETAIL as we use Grid-index which should be slower than R-tree, it cannot beat our RETAIL with optimization. We do not include RETAIL-Del in the performance study for decreasing k, as we can choose them from existing top-k results directly.

Effect of k and |q, ϕ| on the TSK query. From Figures 8 and 9, we find: (1) RETAIL is faster than IR-tree [12] when we process a query without reusing the scanned objects. (2) When treating multiple queries as a query session, RETAIL is more efficient than the aggregated runtime of standalone approach over multiple queries.
Effect of $k$, $|Q|$ and $|q, \psi|$ on the ATNN query. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show that the running time of all algorithms keep increasing when three parameters rise.

6.2.3 Search over Trajectories. Datasets LA, GeoLife and T-drive are used to evaluate 2 types of queries over trajectory data: 1) k Best Connected Trajectories (kBCT) by $|Q|$ points. 2) Top-k Spatial-textual Trajectory (TkSTT) by $|Q|$ points with $|q, \psi|$ keywords.

Effect of $k$ and $|Q|$ on the kBCT query. Figures 13 and 14 show that in GeoLife and T-drive, only kBCT-GH [34] can compete with ETAIL, while it employs R-tree which occupies more space than TGP (see Section 6.2.4). Moreover, RETAIL is 2 orders of magnitude faster than [9].

Effect of $|Q|$ and $|q, \psi|$ on the TkSTT query. Figure 15 shows: (1) the running time of all algorithms keeps increasing when parameters rise, (2) RETAIL-Add is more efficient than RETAIL-Del. We omit the figure of $k$ here as it has a similar trend with other queries.

Statistics of Pruning. Table 4 shows the average number of scanned candidates and pruned blocks in each list over all the candidates of the queries. We focus on two most complex queries: TkSTT and ATNN due to space limitation. It shows that search over points terminates much earlier than trajectories (highlighted in bold).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Para</th>
<th>#Scanned Objects</th>
<th>#Pruned Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATNN</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>q, \psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TkSTT</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>q, \psi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.4 Index Size. We employ the open-source libraries FastP-FOF to compress the inverted lists, and Classmexer to measure the footprint of our index. From the size of indices in Table 5, we find: (1) Our TGP index manage to support all 5 types of queries and even does not occupy the largest space. (2) If we sum up the size of all indices for existing query types together for standalone methods, it will be more than 10 times larger than our TGP in LA and Twitter datasets. (3) For spatial-only datasets like T-drive and GeoLife, TGP consumes at least 150MB less than other methods. (4) Our index can be compressed slightly (highlighted in bold).

https://github.com/lemire/JavaFastPFOF
https://www.javamex.com/classmexer/
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied how to support various query types over geo-tagged data using a unified indexing and query paradigm. We first concluded the Monotone Aggregate Spatial Keyword MASK which can represent most existing top-k queries. Then we proposed an index structure called TGP, which is composed by grid inverted list, textual inverted list and point inverted list. On top of TGP we proposed an Early Termination & Abandoning method over Inverted List (ETAIL) Algorithm which can support multiple query types efficiently. Moreover, RETAIL reuses the scanned objects to improve the performance of interactive searches. In the future, we will further explore a unified paradigm which can support more similarity measures in spatial and textual dimensions.
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